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ON TO CALGARY!
Sometime between September lOth and 15th,
the George W egg Safari heads fo'r the Golden
W est and BNAPE X . W e are still in the market
to buy good collections of Canada or other countries. I f you live between Toronto and Calgary
and are interested in discussing a possible sale of
your collection, we are serious buyers. We would
be happy to hear from you, preferably befo-re
September 1st to arrange a suitable time to see
you on the way to or from Calgary.
An added note: Volume V is coming- watch
this ad next month!

~eorge ~.

Wegg JLtb.

37 VICTORIA STREET
(ha lf a block north of the King Edwa rd Hotel)

TORONTO M5P 1 K5, CANADA

Telephones:
368-7528
489-1344
Area Code 416

W e are Cana dia n A gents f or

Robson lowe Umited, London, England
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NEW YORK

•••

SYDN EY

~ONDON

A SUPERB TRIO

When you sell through H. R. Harmer, Inc. of
New York you receive the close liaison of the
other Harmer Auction Houses.
This unique feature is of particular importance to
vendors of British Commonwealth and
Foreign material, yet is available, along
with many unequalled facilities, at
normal commission rates.

Write for our booklet
" MODERN METHODS OF PHILATELIC SELLING"

It is gratis and post-free

H. R. HARMER INC.
The International Stamp Auctioneers
6 West 48fh Street, •New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 757-4460 (3 lines) Cables: Harmersale, N.Y.
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When

•

1n

London ...

Make sure you pay a visit to our Specialist & Rare Stamp Department at
Romano House, 399 Strand, l ondon W.C.2. All visitors are welcome
whether buying, selling (particularly good quality items and collections),
discussing philatelic matters with our experts, or examining the fine
exhibits on display in the Gallery.

Stanley Gibbons

When

•

1n

New York ...

You may be sure of a warm welcome at STANGIB LIMITED,
595 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017
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Canada:

The Definitive Issue

1967- 1972

The Booklets
MICHAEL DICKETTS

In expanding on the pioneering study done by members Cottenden, Hughes and Keane
(Topics March, 1972, pp. 60-67) on the 1967 Definitive Issue, my intent is to list and

describe the complete booklets issued during the past five years.. Minimum reference has
been made to the panes themselves as these wiU be dealt with in full detail in a handbook
soon to be issued. Aware as I am of the high standards set by my fellow-researchers, I
have endeavoured to emulate their work by following their plan of presentation, which, I
believe, will best serve the interests of readers of this article.

Introduction
In an issue of such variety and complexity, it is not surprising to find that a plethora
of booklets have been produced. At first it was to seem that the usual two booklets
(5 xlc; 5 x 4c and 5 x 5c), each selling for 25c, would be all that collectors could expect
if previous definitive issues were to serve as guidelines. But with the abandonment of the
local postal rate of 4c in November, 1968; three subsequent raises in first class rates; and
the appearance of a second security printer, who quite clearly had different ideas about
booklet production - collectors have been kept scrambling to obtain samples of each new
booklet as it arrived on the philatelic scene.
Some idea of what we can only guess went on behind the scenes can be determined by
recalling the slogan, found on the 25c booklet issued in May, 1970, which read: "Due
to printing and service costs, this booklet now contains four 6c stamps." This statement,
in defiance of the practice of selling stamps at their face value, highlights the compound
production problems faced by a new printer during a period of continuous experiment
and change.
In attempting to create some sort of order out of a diffuse period of booklet production the listing that follows these notes has been arranged in chronological order rather
than the more usual ascending order of value. This decision is necessitated by the abandonment of single value panes for those containing two or more values per pane - a feature
of printings by the British-American Bank Note Co.
140
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Production methods
Ideally it would be useful to briefly describe bow booklet covers and panes are printed
and assembled as finished items. At an early stage of my investigation I unfortunately
encountered official reluctance on the part of Canada Post to reveal such information, and
what follows is based on limited departures from this policy plus gleanings from innumerable philatelic sources. Any further light that can therefore be shed by readers in this
regard will be gratefully appreciated.
Contracts between Canada Post and the two security printers, Canadian Bank Note
Co. (CBNC) and British-American Bank Note Co., (BABNC) call for the production
of booklet panes, interleaving where necessary, and covers. Maintaining their existing
arrangements, CBNC, in 1967, produced the first two booklets of the issue in similar fashion
to those we had become used to for many years. These involved an offset press to print
covers, a second rotary press to produce engraved sheets of panes, a line-perforating
machine, sheets of treated interleaving, a guilloting machine to cut covers, interleaving
and panes to booklet size once the various parts had been gathered together, and a stapling
machine to secure the pieces into the finished product.
Despite the many stages required, the experience of the printer was such that millions
of satisfactory booklets were produced. Occasionally minor errors have been found by
collectors. These include missing interleaving, misplaced or missing staples, but I have
heard of none on this issue. Despite this enviable record CBNC, with one exception, were
destined to produce only two booklets for the Post Office, and their departure from the
booklet scene marks a turning point in philatelic history.

Non-pictorial designs - BABNC
Sometime in 1968 arrangements were made with BABNC to supply postal items for
this issue, including booklets. To comply with this contract, BABNC installed a Goebel
press, manufactured in Germany, which has the capacity to print, perforate and cut in a
single operation. This machine can print from either photogravure or steel engraved
plates, the latter being exclusively used in the production of booklet panes. Printing of
covers is by a form of letterpress process, but I have been unable to discover particulars
of the press used or methods of production.
One pecularity of cover printing has been noted which suggests production methods.
Distinct differences, ranging up to -%" in the placement of printed matter on the backs
of covers exist and occur for every booklet printed by BABNC. This implies that separate
type fonts are prepared for front and back cover printing. In figure 1 it will be seen that
the printing on the left hand cover is higher than that seen on the right hand cover..
At first it was believed that separate passes were made through the press to print
fronts and backs, thus creating the misalignment. It has since been suggested to the
writer that differences in alignment indicate separate printing orders, in which no attempt
at uniformity is made. Whichever answer is correct, visual evidence confirms that printing
is not done by a single 'master' but by two banks of type font, bolted together in the press,
to produce the finished cover.
Cover printing by BABNC varies in quality, and a wide range of color intensity can
be observed, ranging from pa1~ to intense shades of ink color employed. Differences in

Examples of different settings of printing fonts, and (right) cover showing
break in black edging
· A Roy~ I Man wagon usod for letllar bolt
collectiOIIIn 11120.

Volture de IaPaste royale gulteMa
AIa Je~e du counter en1828.
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lettering thickness occur which add to the range of color intensity. Various 'flaws' have
been noted, including portions of a whole line of type being missing, missing ends of lines
and extra marks and lines in the color of ink used. While some of the more spectacular
flaws are constant, unlike similar errors sometimes found on stamps, I do not consider
these to have any philatelic or monetary significance. Should a cover be found which bears
no printing I am prepared to revise my remarks!
A new feature to be found on booklets printed by BABNC is the appearance of a
'counter' on every 50th cover printed. (This has been erroneously reported elsewhere as
occurring on every 25th cover). It takes the form of an oblong mark in the color of
printing and overlaps across the centrefold of the cover. Counter locations vary vertically
and have been seen at the top, middle and bottom of the centre fold.. Another feature is
the three-dot guide mark, intended as an aid for centring the fold, which appears on certain
issues but has been dropped for the recent pictorial covers.
BABNC have from the beginning prepared booklets with a one-piece cover, rouletted
down the centre to aid in folding. Printing is performed on the outside only and generally
consists of a bilingual slogan on the back and a contents list and selling price on the front.
Postal rates have never been printed on covers. In dropping the use of interleaving, they
have coated the entire inside of the cover with a substance known as 'polycoating,' designed
to prevent stamps from sticking to it. With the changeover of types of gum used on the
panes, from dextrine to polyvinyl alcohol during 1971, the use of this plastic coating
has been dropped.
It was soon discovered that, unlike CBNC's stapled cover, the folded cover had a
tendency to spring open sufficient to create jamming in vending machines. Various attempts
at sealing the open side of covers began in late 1971. This was first achieved by the
applica.t ion of a solution and variously named by collectors as black bar, black edging or
carbonizing. Again, details Of this solution have not been forthcoming from official sources.
The solution has been noted in shades ranging from almost intense black to slate color.
Although covers generally show this edging as a continuous strip, many have been found
which show a break in the line (fig. 2) .
In December 1972, booklets appeared without this black edging and in its stead a
colorless gum was used to firmly secure the edges of the cover. These covers come in a
stock which is fractionally thinner than had previously been used.
One final peculiarity of BABNC booklets should be mentioned. Panes of stamps are
attached to the cover, not by a staple, but simply by gluing the selvedge at the top of the
pane to the inside of the cover. In the case of $1 and $1.50 booklets this necessitates two
folds across the pane to permit its enclosure within the cover, but this is done in such a
way as to match the folds with horizontal rows of perforations. A few booklets have been
found with the pane not attached and folded loose within its cover.
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Pictorial designs - BA.BNC
April, 1972, marked the appearance of the first pictorial designs on the covers of
Canadian booklets. Ten designs, with an accompanying inscription, illustrate various
methods of mail movement during Canada's postal history. For the first time the bilingual
slogan, normally found on the back cover of BABNC booklets, was moved to the inside,
allowing the pictorial inscription to be printed on the outside. Previously slogans had
been printed in the color used for the front cover design, but with pictorial booklets,
instead of employing brown ink, grey was used. These remarks apply only to the 25c
series, as slogans were not used in the preparation of 50c pictorial design booklets.

Cover stock
Although the card used for covers by BABNC can be said to be beige in shade this,
at best, is only a generalization. Slight variations in shade exist within any given issue
(indicating various printing orders?) but a wide range of shades exists from pale beige
to yellowish-umber from one issue to another.
Covers prepared by CBNC measure 2 23/32" x 1 31132", two of which are required
to form a front and back. Those created by BABNC vary according to issue and value;
25c booklet covers measure approximately 5 7I 16"' x 1 7/ 8"; early $1 booklets about
6~" x l ¥l"; later $1 booklets 6 17/ 32" xI 7/ 8"' (7c+ 3c+ 1c) or 6" x 1111" (8c+ 6c+ lc) ;
$1.50 booklet covers measure about 6" x 2 27/ 32".

Opal booklets
A unique venture on the part of postal issues are Opal booklets. Although the story
is well known, it bas a place in this article and thus bears repeating.
On October 26, 1970, booklets especially prepared by CBNC for Opal Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., 20 Sheffield St., Toronto were made available to the public at certain locations in
the Metropolitan Toronto area. Opal stamp vending machines, holding 100 booklets, had
for some years been established at various commercial locations including hotels, subway
stations and office buildings. Following approval from the Post Office department, CBNC
prepared plates from the original engraved dies and produced panes each containing
4 x 2c and 4 x 3c stamps, divided by a vertical gutter, which were perforated 12. Rouletted covers were used to enclose the pane in similar manner to the current practice of
BABNC. The pane was affixed to the inside cover by gumming the selvedge edge and the
booklet closed by spot gumming. Booklets were sold at a 5c premium over face value.
Quantity printed has been continuous and no figures are yet available as to the number
produced.
(article continued on page 146)
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CHECK LIST OF 1967-72 BOOKLETS
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14,002,000

Mar. 67

blue on
beige

-

-

1,724,000

Apr. 68

An apt
number

red on
beige

-

-

648,000

June 68

BA BNC

An apt
number

brown on
beige

yes

-

1,464,000

Sept. 68

BABNC

An apt

orange on
beige

yes

-

21,604,000

Oct. 68

number
BABNC

An apt
n umber

orange on
beige

-

-

2,660,000

Jan. 69

BABNC
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number
An apt
number

black on
beige

-

-

4,070,000
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orange
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black
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black
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Feb. 67

Canadian
postage

5 X 4c
.5 x 1c

z

24,093,000

CBNC

A
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-
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perfs

.......

elate
issued

slogan
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pane
layout

...,0
n
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taggiDg

photo
. No.

)>

....

6

7

4x 6c
black
4 X 6c
black
4x6c
black

8

3 x 7c
I x 3c
1 x 1c

9

4 x2c
4 x 3c

12 ~ X

12

10
12~ X

12

~olor

guide
dots

-

BABNC

dex
gum

BABNC

Due to
printing

black on
beige

yes

dex

B ABNC

Due to
printing

black on
beige

yes

gum

12

PVA
gum

BABNC

Due to
printing

black on
beige

yes

12 \6

12

-

BA BNC

Free
dispenser
(or)
prestamped
envelopes

green on
beige

yes

-

CBNC

Opal
Manuturing

blue on
beige

-

12

quantity

black on
beige

12~ X

X

bl~k

edging

with and
without
black
edge

-

8,660,000

-

June30
1967

Oct. 26
1970

CHECK LIST OF 1967-72 BOOKLETS
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SIOPD
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wording

cover
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dots

blatk
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Issued

10

12 x7c
4x 3c
4x lc

12~ X

12

-

BABNC

An apt
number

green on
beige

-

-

468,000

June 30
1971

11

two panes
each with
3 x 7c
I x 3c
I X lc

12~ X

12

-

BABNC

Free
dispenser
(or)
prestamped
envelopes

green on
beige

yes

-

28,400

Sept. 71

12

2 x 8c
I X 6c
3 x lc

12~ X

12

-

BABNC

F ree
dispenser
(or)
prestarnped
envelopes

grey on
beige

yes

yes

6,664,000

Nov. 30
1971

12

2 x 8c
I X 6c
3 x lc

12~ X

12

BABNC

Free
dispenser
(or)
prestamped
envelopes

grey on
beige

yes

yes

536,000

Nov. 30
1971

13

II x 8c
1 X 6c
6 x lc

12~ X

12

BABNC

An apt

grey on
beige

yes

number

-

-

Nov. 30
1971

13

11 x 8c
1 X 6c
6 x lc

12~ X

12

BABNC

An apt
number

grey on
beige

yes

-

-

Nov. 30
1971

n

14

2 x 8c
1 x6c
3x 1c

12~ X

12

BABNC

10
pictorial
designs

brown on
beige

-

yes

-

Apr. 15
1972

.....

14

2 X 8c
1 X 6c
3 x lc

12~ X

12

BABNC

10
pictorial
designs

brown on
beige

-

yes

-

Apr. 15
1972

c:

14

12Y2

X

12

BABNC

10
pictorial
designs

blue on
beige

-

yes

-

Nov. 30
1971

;o

S x 8c
1 X 6c
4 x 1c

14

5 x 8c

12J,.2

X

12

BABNC

10
pictorial
designs

blue on
beige

-

yes

-

Nov. 30
1971

14

2 x 8c
1 x 6c
3 x 1c

12Y2

X

12

BABNC
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pictorial
designs

brown on
beige

-

-

-

Dec. 72

"'z
)>

....
0

..,
"'......
c:

·z

'f'
.....

~

....w

":;:

"'

General

General

General

General

1 X 6c
4x lc

-

Revalued booklets
Experimental booklets with a face value of SOc were prepared in 1971 by BABNC,
to determine the popularity of a higher value booklet thought needed with the advent of
increased postal rates due to go into effect in January, 1972. These experiments entailed
the addition of a further pane of 3 x 7c, I x 3c and 1 x lc stamps to the then current 25c
booklet. A suitable gummed label was printed listing the increased contents and its new
face value, which was pasted on the front cover. Two sizes of labels have been found,
one measuring 1 5/16 x%" and the other 1 3/32" x 17/32". These trial booklets were
prepared in September, 1971, and are reported to have been on sale for seven weeks,
starting in mid-Novmber, at six locations in Toronto and one in Ottawa. In addition some
stock was available from the P hilatelic Agency. As befitting its experimental nature, a
glance at the accompanying checklist indicates this booklet to be the least common of the
1967 Definitive issue. All booklets examined show both shades of green to be found in
the 7c value.

Quantities
Quantities shown are taken from Post Office department records and refer to complete
booklets. As records are not available for all types listed, division or multiplication is
required when estimating the number of panes and/ or particular types of booklets involved.

Dates of issue
Again based on Canada Post records, these generally refer to delivery dates to postal
depots. Where complete dates are given these indicate the first date of sale to the public.
Complete details on certain types of booklets have not been recorded by Ottawa so that
this information has been lost unless collectors have made a note of the purchase of a
new design of booklet.

Perforations
Perforations listed are in conformity with the Scott catalogue. Precise measurements,
using the Jnstanta gauge, are as listed in the first of these articles (Topics, vol. 29, no. 3,
March, 1972, p. 61).
Acknowledgm tDIS - In tho course of preparing these notes a great many sources of information
were consulled and many collectors gave freely of their time and material. l am especially glad to
acknowledge the help given by Ken Bartow, F. W. L. Keane, C. Russell McNeil, Hans Reiche and Peter
Wiedemann.
Particular thanks Is given to Canada Post for supplying stat.islical data contained In the checklist.
Acknowled&ment is also due to Ken Rose for the use of his ctassHlcalion in referrln& to tagj!ed panes.
That errors or omissions will possibly appear indicates the fallibility of the author, but this in no
way excuses hlm and he takes sole responsibility for misleading his readers.
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shades and papers
of the

FIRST
SPECIAL
DELIVERY
by Trelle A. M orrow
Very little attention bas been given to Canada's Special Delivery stamps through the
medium of the phi latelic press or by publication of private studies. This paper will outline
some of the shade groupings and different papers found in the 1898 Special Delivery issue,
commonly kn own by Scott's cataloguing as El.
The collector will discover a fair amou nt
of ambiguity and conflict among catalogues
when trying to establish chronological printing order of the various shades. Further,
when examining many similar looking
stamps, it will become a matter of opinion
in deciding on the name of a particular
shade of ink or paper. One can easily become carried away in trying to establish a
large number of shades, and conversely, be·
come lethargic and throw the whole issue
into just a couple of groups. Therefore, the
shade groupings given herein are fai rly
broad but still should give the collector a
fair assessment of the scope of the identity
problem. Additional shades have been added
to those found in catalogues hence some
unfamiliar names will appear in the schedule following.

Shades
The earliest shade printed was likely the
dark blue-green. Dated copies on hand are
in the 1899-1900 period. A light blue-green.
which may qualify as simply light-green, is
fairly common a nd has appeared on correspondence in 1902.
Catalogue references indicate that printings in the 1905-1908 era were in the blue
green or bluish tones. Material presently on
hand has not been able to substantiate this
time period as many of the blue-greens including light shades show very early dates.
The bulk of EL stamps appear to fall into
the yellow-green and dark-green category
with a goodly portion of these being the
worn-plate variety. Copies as early as 1900
(Continued on page 159)

SHA DE A ND PA PER SCHEDULE
papers (wove)

tolor

P late No. I
1898

buff

dark blue-green

buff, white;
also found In a thin,
soft, white wove.
(slighUy worn plate).
white
white, buff

Ugbt green or
Uaht blue-green
yellow-green
dark-green

Worn Plate No. 1

mixed shades, light-treen,
yellow green, dark areen

Re-entered
P late No. I
1913

black-green

bufi

Plate No.2

bright-green

white

tno

buff, white
also found in a thin white wove
a nd fairly crisp paper

Note: It appears that all Plate No. I material could eventually be found In buff and white papers Due
to the lime lag to the 1920 printing possibly no buff was used for Plale No. 2.
·
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patriotics of the
Anglo-Boer War period

Canadian
Uniforms and
Equipment
printed by
Toronto Lithographing

by Ed Richardson
When we closed the short article on the
Toronto Lithographing "Bull Dog and Warship" palriotics of the Anglo-Boer War period in a recent issue of Topics, we stated,
''The T oronto Lithographing Co. were also
the producers of at least one other attractive series of Boer War Patriotics." These
are the attractive cards illustrated and discussed in this issue: the " Canadian Uniforms and Equipment" series.
As far as we know there are only two
basic designs in this series, shown above.
Printed on white cards, the scenes are done
in attractive combinations of red, brown,
gray, black, yellow, pale green and pale blue.
Again, like the Bull Dog and Warship
series, these come with a small blank white
space on the picture side, or with holiday
greets printed therein. Also it is possible
that both designs will be found with and
without the standard imprint "ENTERED AC·
CORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT OF CANADA,
IN THE YEAR 1899, BY THE ToRONTO LITHO·
GRAPHING Co., LIM ITED, AT THE DEPART·
MENT OF AGRICULTURE." Large caps where
indicated, the balance in small caps, very
similar to the imprint on the Bull Dog and
Warship series. Another similarity is the
inscription on the reverse.
Type I is the same as Westhavers' No. 30,
for those who have access to his listings.
1.48 I BNA TOPICS / JUNE-JULY, 1973

Type 2 is the same as Westhavers' 29.
Neither of these Westhaver listings were
ever published, except for some privately
circulated sheets among members of the
SNAPS Patriotic Card Study Group, of
which be was Chairman.
While these cards may have been published earlier, the earliest date l have seen
is that on the Type 2 card with a Georgetown, Ont. Squared Circle marking of SP
20/02. The latest date recorded is for a
type 2 card dated DE 2/03. It is quite possible that Toronto Lithographing dropped
the Bull Dog and Warship series, replacing
it with this one sometime in 1902.
Again this is a very scarce series of Patriotics, and are worth about half as much
when unused. They certainly are as scarce
as, and are worth every bit as much as, the
scarce rJ. C. Wilson Patriotics of the same
period. They are so scarce, you'd better be
happy with one of each design, and not
have to go after all the minor varieties!
When I first saw some Anglo-Boer War
Patriotics, it was 1941 , and the war was
only 40 years in the yast. It is hard to
realize that within a few years it will be the
75th anniversary of that conflict, and of
Canada's participation. During the next 25
years the hunting will be very d ifficult
indeed.

[i] Rounding Up Sq~ared Circles
&:.:::-.A

Dr. W. G. Moffatt, Hickory Hollow, RR-3, Ballston lake, N.Y. 120 19
Column No. 123- We have an interesting letter from Harold M. Dilworth with a
listing of dates of use of the NANAIMO,
B.C. squared circle hammer in its cut-down
state, including a new late date for this
town : 7/JUN 10/54. He also sent for
examination a block of four of the 3c Royal
Visit issue with two strikes of this hammer,
7/JUL 7/39. With these dates, I now have
record of use of the NANAIMO cut-down
hammer for the following years after 1900:
1906, 1908-09, 1913-15, 1918, 1922, 1928,
1937-39, "war-time" (1940-45?) , 1947-48,
and 1950· 54.
With regard to the last period, Harold
wrote: "I was informed that the hammer
was used to cancel the odd piece of mail
that came in to the post office late at night
when there was insufficient mail to make
use of the automatic equipment. The hammer was retired shortly after this (the JUN
10/54 date), about the time of construction
of the new Nanaimo Post Office. J don't
know of its present whereabouts, but in the
early 50s the postmaster was very obHging
in giving out impressions of the hammer."
I should judge from the above listing of
known dates that the hammer was probably
used more or less continuously, at least in
the periods 1906-28 and 1937-54. No dates
have been reported in the period after OC
23/00 and before MR 2/06.

• • •
Jerry Carr has sent a most surpnsmg
item for examination: ACTON, Hammer I,
MR 15/98 on 3c Maple Leaf. There is no
question about his identification of the
strike as being from Hammer I; he is quite
correct. This becomes a new late date for
this hammer and indicates the possibility
that both hammers were used concurrently.
This strike shows a sharp, square upper left
corner with absolutely no hint of rounding
such as is seen in the DE 15/94 strike of
Hammer I illustrated in the column in Dec.
1971 Topics. The reason for the pronounced
rounding of the corners in the latter strike
is a mystery.

•

•

*

Jerry also reports a new late date for

SARNIA: PM/ MY 12/03 (this strike on
El); a year-at-top, two-line date for ST.
GREGOIRE: 96/FE 7/(blank), some three
months earlier than the Handbook date for
the transition to this style: and TORONTO:
7 PM/MR 31/00 in which the year date is
represented by inverted "OC" (two other
examples of use of the month slug, OC, to
represent the year date, 00, are known; see
the Dec. 1972 column).

*

*

*

*

•

•

Claire Mackay reports finding the second
example known to me of THORNHILL on
Map stamp. And collectors of Squared
Circles on 3c Jubilee should now add ROSSLAND, B.C. to their checklist of known
towns: Doug Crawford reports havi ng acquired this town on Jubilee with date of
SP 28/97 - a new late date for this town.
Jack Gordon reports a new late date for
ALMA, State 1: JA 27/94; and a new
early date for RIVIERE DU LOUP STATION, JY 12/94 is reported by Anon. Two
unusual date arrangements for the towns
involved have come to my attention: Nels
Pelletier reports a two-line date for ST.
HILARION: MR 15/94, and from one of
Dick Lamb's lists of a while ago, I made
note of a three-line date for ST. GREGOIRE: FE 6/97. From reports by Jerry
Carr, G. B. Wright, and an example in my
own collection, I note a three-day run of
the same error for VICTORIA II: NT/
ON 3/ 95, NT/ON 4/ 95, and NT/ ON
5/95, all bearing inverted "NO".

*

•

•

Nels Pelletier has finally established the
period of correction of the GUELPH '99
for '96 error by finding PM/ FE 25/99 and
PM/FE 25/96.
I made mention in the column of M:\y
1971 Topics, in reporting Sibley Higginbotham's find of a cover carrying both
NOEL and MAITLAND squared circles,
that there was something unusual about the
NOEL strike. I think that in the absence
of a photo, I should mention what this feature is, because I have had two reports of
(Continued on page 160)
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\~} The RPO Cowcatcher

Lewis M. Ludlow, 6- 17, Shibaura 4-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan

M -11
CAMP. & LEVIS/ R.P.O.
One Hammer, Type 17H
Proofed: February 18, 1948
Earliest: March 29, 1948
Latest: September 24, 1959
lndicla: 31-March, 1948; 1-June 1948/ 1952;
3-1951/59; 17-?
Usage: Apparently continuous, but sporadic.
R.P .: SO
Comments: This hammer was ordered destroyed
on May 27, 1970; the indicia set in the hammer at
that time showed Train 17 without date. Undoubt·
edly the latest date above will be superceded as
strikes in the 1960s show up. We are admittedly
lacking in material for this period which has been
spent in Japan where RPOs are conspicuous by their
absence.

To this point in our column, we have purposely, and with malice aforethought, omit·
ted reporting on M7 A and M7B, and we
now intentionally pass over M llB, Ml lC,
MllD, M ilE and MllF. In our opinion,
these rubber stamps were made for purposes
other than cancellation of mail and so far
to our knowldge have only evidenced themselves on facing slips, railroad bills or other
but not on mail, stamps or cover, in legitimate
(or otherwise) postal use. We will maintain
this position in future columns; however,
where such rubber stamps have been used liS
cancellation devices on stamp and cover, we
will provide a ll pertinent data available.
In our opinion, such rubber stamps on
facing slips or the like- and not normally
available to average collector -are casual
collateral material which obviously enhance
an RPO presentation; however, when such
rubber stamp strikes are found on stamp or
non-favor cover, and thus become available
to the more ardent searcher, they revert
from the casual collateral to the philatelic
and become legitimate collectors' items even
though their use was not necessarily authorized. We will meet some of the latter immediately following in this column ..
M l l G has been delisted and should be
struck from the Maritime RPOs; as such this
number becomes available for some future
listing. The original report from the Proof
Books was incorrect as to size, type and
letters; since the proper strike was subsequently reported from the field in postal
ISO
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use as M i ll, it was decided to strike MllG
to correct the double report.

MllH
J . A. DIONNE/ CAMP - LEV IS
One Hammer, Type 6G
Proofed: Unknown
Earliest: Indecipherable
Indicia: Indecipherable
U sage: One only known - 2c Admira l.
R.F. : 170.
Comments : This single strike, in magenta, o n a
red 2c Admiral is obviously a rubber stamp ca ncella·
lion, one of many we sec from Mr. Dionne, obviously
an individualist, who insured that his name would
go down in history; well, his tory of a sort. If not
l'or appearing o n the wide white margins of a grossly
over-centered s tamp, this rare RPO wou ld be unreadable a nd lost forever.

MllH
J . G. BERNIER/ CAMP-LEV IS
One Hllmmer, Type 6G
Proofed: Unknown
Earliest: April 10. 1913
Indicia: IS0-191 3
Usage: Unique sinale strike
R.F.: 170
Comments: A single strike i.n blue on a 2c Admiral with clear definition, this again is obviously
a rubber stamp used- apparently without authority
- as a cancelling device, and as such fils our criteria
for inclusion as described previously. Mr. Bernier,
apparently not to be outdone by Mr. Dionne, appears
aaain in a simila r strike on QS2A.

These two hammers of M 11 H, plus
M 111 and several other new RPOs, were
discovered in a dealer's bundled stock of
750,000 common Admirals that was terminated around 1920 and not looked at again
for forty-five years. It developed into being
a veritable treasure of Admiral RPOs.

M 11J TRAIN NO./
CAMP & LEVIS LOCAL, R.P.O.
One Hammer , Type 51
Proofed: U nknown, probably January, 1919
Earliest: July 3, 1919
Latest: October 1, 1919
Indicia: 32 J ulyj August; 199- 0ctober
U sage: Limited and rare
R.P.: 200
Comments: This large rubber stamp (approx. 32mm
dia.) is one of over one hundred struck in the proof
books, of a type used on mail baa tags or on facing
sUps for inclusion in mail baas; that it was not inte nded for use as a cancelialion devioe is attested by

the fact that only one other, W27C, of aU proofed,
has ever been reported on stamp or cover. Five
strikes are known, four in blue, one in black. A
strike in the Proof Books on December 4, 1919 is
believed to be the original hammer returned for
repair, although the existence of a second hammer is
not ruled out; however, because of the flexible nature
of rubber stamps and their known characteristic of
giving significant variations in their strikes, we will
make no attempt to separate hammers of rubber
stamps except where there is a major difference In
lettering or punctuation.

M l lJ
D. E. SIMARD/ CAMP. & l EVIS
One Hammer, 'l)pe liD

Proofed: Unknown
Earliest: November 27, 1909
Indicia: 33-November, 1909
Usage: Two strikes, dated earliest, above, only ones
known.
R.F.: 200
Comments: Two strikes known in light blue on 2c
red Edward were originally discovered by Dr. Alfred
Whitehead, along with MSA, M22A and many other
unique RPOs, when he went through a stock of
5,000,000(!) Edwards in Montreal during the period
when he was the organist at Christ Church Cathedral
in that city. What an opportunity, one we are afraid
may not be seen again. All the more thus that we
thank our good friend for having brought these aU
to light.

Before proceeding on to M-12, which
promises to be a most interesting study, it
seems appropriate to pause and tidy up
some bits and pieces of Shaw's listings of
RPOs that have taken place in the last year
or so.
Examination of the Proof Books developed that certain strikes had been reported that were rubber stamps of a type
not apparently made for the purpose of
postal cancellation devices; however, this
only covered a few and the majority of this
type were unreported. Subsequently it was
decided not to list these rubber stamps unless they bad seen postal use, i.e.- Mill.
Accordingly, to make the listings consistent
it became necessary to remove a limited
few and collectors should note that the following runs have been delisted and struck
from the roster:
M37B
MS4A
Q6A
036B
OS4B
071B
075A
0154A
0167A
Ot78B
0192C

0193E
0216B
0234A
0317A
W1B
W26P
WS7C
W61A
W62M
W70A
W77E
W87T

W91L
W91M
W97B
Wl02J
W112F
Wit SA
Wt91B
WI98B
W206A
W211C
D31C

None of the RPOs just previously reported, Ml LA, G, H, I and J, lend themselves to photographic presentation; with
colored cancels- magenta on red, blue on
green, etc. - strikes are often difficult to
decipher. However, here is a tip that will
make the job easier- use camera filters
(colored). The two that have helped us the
most are the red for red stamps, and the
yellow for yellow, brown and sometimes
green stamps. To the extent that the filter
overrides the color of the stamp, the more
so will the cancellation stand out.

These numbers above of the delisted runs
now become available for new listings and
will be so used. (Of course, if any of the
delisted runs appear in postal use, they will
be immediately reinstated.)
Two additional runs, M85A and M87C.
have also been delisted, but for other reasons; from notations in the Proof Books,
we may conclude that these hammers were
never issued.

M ll K CAM & LEVIS/ R.P.O.

The following are corrections to existing
listings as put forth in Mr. Shaw's handbook
and subsequent ~ddendums;

One Hamm~r;, Type 17H
Proofed: unknown
Earliest: To be advised
Latest: To be advised
Indicia: Probably 16, 17
Usage: To be advised
R.F.: ISO
Comments: This run originally was reported by
Gillam; period of use was indicated as approximately
1969, which would make it one of the last RPOs to
be Initiated. With the indicia set of 16/December
22, - - , the hammer was ordered destroyed on May
27, 1970 which would account for Its short life and
scarcity. We have no copies of this RPO which
should have been reasonably available, and we will
welcome reports from our readers on any and all
strikes so that we may bring our data on this RPO
up-to-date.

(continued on page 158)

N88B-extend period to 1969
Mt t G-cancel (see Mil I)
Mill-change to ·TYPe Sl
Ml2B-cancel and delist (see MIIF)
M8SA-cancel-never issued
M87c-cancel- never issued
MIIOB- change to Type 41
M128A-change to Type 40, remove " Ry"
M128B- add "RY"
Q9--change to "JNC"
Q82A-cancel and delist- belleved non-existent
Q96--change to "TR'K R'WAY"
Ql41-change to Type 13E
Ql71-change to Type 13B, period 41, RF-200
Q212-change to "St."
Q220C-add "SEAPOST", change to Type ISC
Q234-change to Type 4H
Q258- add "RY.", change to Type 4D
Q260A-change to "RIV:", Type 9E, period 41 -77
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TOPICS: THE NEWSFRONT
Convention news - including a specia'l luncheon
to honor all 25-year SNAPS members
Convention news: Stanley Lum (218-F Stanley Greene Park, Downs view, Ontario) is
handling arrangements for a charter flight
from Toronto to Calgary. Members must
depart on the same flight, but may make
their own plans with Air Canada if they
they don't want to return with the group.
The return rate is $166, with kids half price:
September 19, departs Toronto at 1910,
stopover at Winnipeg (1032 to 1050 hrs.) ,
arriving at Calgary at 1146 hrs. On September 23 the return flight is at 0940 hrs.,
stopover at Winnipeg, and lands at Toronto
at 1551 - all times local.
BNAPEX publicist John Payne says he'll
gladly arrange a trip to Banff and Lake
Louise by bus for the Sunday if enough
members and their wives are interested.
Ed Richardson has at least eight study
groups planned, all to be held at the Calgary Inn, the site of the annual convention.
Included will be the annual Revenue Study
Group meeting in two sessions (one devoted to business); BC cancels; military
forces mails; railway cancels; territorial
cancels; interrupted mails (under Richardson); semi-official airmails; squared circles;
prisoner of war labels; and bogus Canadian
cancels.
Richllr'dson is also planning a special
luncheon of Cbe Order of tbe Beaver on
Thursday noon, to honOl' all 25-year BNAPS
members - and he asks tbat all those witb
a membermip number 548 or below get in
touch with him for tbe "once-illl-a-decade"
affair.
Short takes: Members Gerald Carr and
Charles Blair won top honors in the 4th
Annual West Suburban Stamp Club Exhibition held April 28-29 in Plymouth,
Michigan; Carr for the championship class
award with an eight-frame display of Canadian RPOs, and Blair the open competition
class with a showing of Canadian plate
varieties. . . . Part of the Queen's stamp
collection- those of Canadian airmails will be shown at APEX '73, the I nternational Airmail Exhibition being held in
Manchester, England from July 4 to 7... .
David Gronbeck-Jones, writing in Linn's,
152
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says the low-value definitives will go on sale
in October, and thus bring to an end the
1967 series; the new stamps will not bear
the monarch's portrait.

Post Office Department

NEW ISSUES
Canada Post is issuing a 15c stamp on
June 8 to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the birth of J. E. H. MacDonald,
one of Canada's leading painters and a
member of the Group of Seven.
The design for the stamp is a reproduction of one of MacDonald's finest canvasses,
Mist Fantasy. The design is set in a horizontal format measuring 30mm by 32mm.
Ashton-Potter Limited of Toronto is
printing 12,000,000 of the stamp by fourcolor lithography. Marginal inscriptions appear in the four corners of each pane of
50 stamps available from the Philatelic
Service.
The entire production of this stamp will
bear General Tagging. The stamp will not
be available in any other form.

Canada Post issued an 8c stamp on June
22 to commemorate the lOOth anniversary
of Prince Edward Island's entry into Confederation. Anthony Mann of Halifax created the design, honouring Prince Edward
Island's centennial. The stamp measures
40 x 24mm in a horizontal format. A quantity of 24,000,000 is being printed by British

American Bank Note of Ottawa, in onecolor gravure and one-color steel engraving.
Marginal inscriptions including the designer's name appear on the four corners of
each pane of 50 stamps available from the
philatelic service; all bear General Tagging.
The revised stamp program for 1973 commemorative stamps has been revised as follows:
.31 January
350th Anniversary, birth of Monseigneur de Laval.
21 February
Algonkian Indians (two stamps).
tOOth Anniversary, founding of the
9 March
RCMP (three stamps).
18 April
300th Anniversary, death of Jeanne
Mance.
16 May
tOOth Anniversary, death of Joeph
Howe.
8 June
tOOth Anniversary, birth of J. E. H.
MacDonald.
tOOth Anniversary, entry of Prince
22 June
Edward Island into Confederation.
20 July
Bi<entennial of arrival of Scottish
settlers at Pictou, N .S.
2 August
Visit of Her Majesty the Queen;
Commonwealth heads of government
meeting (two stamps).
20 September 100th Anniversary, birth of Nellie
McClung.
1 November Christmas issues (four stamps).
28 November Algonkian Indians (two stamps).

SOME RECENT
PUBLICATIO N S
The Post Offices of British Columbia, 19581970, by George Melvin. 189 pages, hard
cover, printed by Wayside Press, Vernon,
B.C., $20. Inquiries should be directed to
the author at 3400- 21 Ave., Vernon, B.C.
Here is a book that gives me great
pleasure. Melvin and his associates have
produced a work which will be the standard
for those who bring out similar listings of

post offices in other provinces; not only are
its contents as complete and accurate as
possible, but the printing and illustrations,
including photographs, are a professional
job. I only collect British Columbia in a
mild way, but I know I shall be constantly
referring to its fact-filled pages.
-Max Rosenthal
Canadian Fancy Cancellations of the Nineteenth Century, by K. M. Day and E. A
Smythies. Second edition, published as a
handbook of BNAPS, and available through
most dealers, or from BNAPS' book division direct. 155 pages, $5.
I had been looking forward with anticipation to a new version of this handbook,
which I had heard was being prepared. But
it's a letdown. I found it to be merely a
reprint of the original book, plus the supplements with additional cancels which appeared later in Topics. It is quite a few
years since even the latter appeared.
I am mildly a collector of fancy "corks,"
yet even in my collection there are items
not listed in those two sources, and I am
sure that a lot of information is now known
to specialists which wasn't available when
the book was first written. This book should
not have been just a reprint, but a complete
revision - with as much as possible of the
latest known data given on these interesting
markings.
For instance, I've been told by specialists
that some of the fancy cancels listed originally in this "new" book are known to be
fakes. Which ones? You won't find the
answers in this book.
-Max Rosenthal

TOPICS: THE BUSINESS SIDE
BNAPS: ELECTED OFFICER$
PRESIDENT Alfred P. Cook, Coy Glen Road, Ithaca, N.Y.. 14850
VICE-PRESIDENT James A. Pike, 94S Marine Drive, Apt. litO, West Vancouver, B.C.
SECRETARY Jack Levine, 2121-G North Hills Drive, Raleigh, N .C . 27610
TREASURER Leo J. LaFrance, Box 229, Ossining, New York 10562
BOARD OF GOVERNORS Nine sitting; three-elected each year for a three-year term:
1971-1973: James C. Lehr, E. H. Hausmann, Robert H. Pratt
1972-1974: G. B. Llewellyn (chairman), C. R. McNeil, D. G. Rosenblat
1973-1975: Ed Richardson, Wilmer C. Rockett, S. S. Kenyon

OFFICIAL ..NOTICE
FINAL NOMINATIONS

For Board of Governors:

Edward H. Hausmann
James C. Lehr
Robert H. Pratt Submitted by the Nominating Committee,
ALFRED H. KESSLER, Chairman
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From the Secretary

JACK LEVINE
Raleigh, North Carolina

New Members
Boubelik. Charles F .. Box 1137, Boulder. Colorado 80302
Cbarles, H enry J., 7740 Trinidad, VIlle Brossard. Quebec
O'Arcy, Mrs. Jeannette Margaret, Box 9, Woodlands Rd., R.R. 1, Sooke, B.C.
Ernst. Robert C .. 100 YonQe Street, Barrie. Ontario
Oough, Maurice Charles, 201 Willoughby House, Barbican, London EC2Y 8BL, England
Greenwood, Or. William Robert, P.O. Box 1169. Chatham, Ontario N7M 5L8
Iacovelli, John, 29 Spear Street. Quincy, Massachusel!s 02169
MacKay, F. A .. P.O. Box 2022, Yellowknife. NWT XOB tHO
Pieper, Erich F., 149 Weiland Avenue, St. Catharlnes, Ontario
Sullivan, Mrs. Karen H .• 9 De Forrest Avenue. Newburgh, New York 12550
Terlnln. Michael A. , P.O. Box 268, Port Albern!. British Columbia
Waddell, Gordon M., Box 131, Newdale, Manitoba ROJlJO
Applicatio ns Pending - " A" Group
(Appllcatlons shall be pending In two snccesstve Issues of the maRal:lne)
Adllman, Paul L ., Box 1660, Wetaskiwin, Alberta T9A IY5
Anderson. William F .. 2043 Swanson Road . Clearwater. B.C.
Bobo. JohnS .. 1668 Sycamore Street, Des Plaines. Tllinois 60018
Cambridge. John Donald, SS Owen Blvd .. Willowdale, Ontario M2P IG2
Cooeland. Col. Royal S. (Ret), RFO I . Box 22SO. Englewood. Fla. 33S33
deBelle, John C .. Box 7S3, Oakville, Ontario
Emmett, Norman. 24 Depot, P .O. Box 37, Waterloo. Quebec
Gallichen, F red W., 26SO East S3rd Avenue, Vancouver 16, British Columbia
Hennick. Martin Joseph, 2230 Tallman Avenue, Burlington. Ontario
James. Oeor11e F., 5S3 Carlisle Street, CobourR. Ontario K9A I X3
Kenda, Joseph G., M orinville, Alberta TOO IPO
Lemire. Robert James. c/o Lash Miller Chern. f..ab .. TTn;v. of Toronto. Toronto. Ontario M5S tAl
Makinen, Donald B .. Rt. 2, Box 44B. Alvin. Texas 77Sil
McCann, Wm. J ... S09 Durie Street, Toronto. Ontario M6S 3G8
Melanson, Stephen P.. c/o RCMP, A~~;asslz, B.C.
Mcintyre, Glenn H .. P.O. Box 896, Kingston, Ontario K7L 4X8
McLean, l~aymond. 135- SSth Avenue. Larhlne. Quebec
Scholdra, Or. Roman, P.O. Box 236, Lethbridge. Alberta Tl J 3YS
Robinson. William Geot~~e. S830 Cartier Street, Vancouver 13, B.C.
Varrln. Lawrence M .. 3131 Jaguar Valley Drive. Ant. 311, Mississauga, Ont.
Whitehouse, Wilfred D .. 2427 Greenfield Avenue , Kamloops. B.C.
Applications Pendin g - " 8" Group
Brown. Robertson M ., IS Parkdale Crescent. London. Ontario N6A 2M4
Campbell, John Colin. R.R. 6. Ross Road. Kelowna. B.C.
Cbase, Constant W .. Box 77. Balboa Heights. Canal Zone
Dawson. Harold. 17S30 N .W. 11th Avenue. North Miami, Florida ~3169
Greig, William, 1064 Royal York Road , To ronto. Ontario M8X 2G7
John~n. J onathon. 1136 Chilako Street. Prince George, 8rilisb Columbia
Muirhead. P . A .. 21S4 Kildare Road. Windsor. Ontario N8W 2Xl
McCall. A. David, P .O. Box 219, Montreal 101. Quebec
McGillivrav. Robert 1.. 6030 Lanark Street, Vancouver IS. B.C.
M cKeag, Richard G., 201- SOO Stradbrook Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3L OKI
Piercey, David, P .O. Box 6S32. Station G, Vanrouver 8. B.C.
Wilkinson, James L., 429S E. Mexico No. 408. Denver. Colorado 80222
Woodhouse, Fraser. 11 Norham Crescent. Weston. Ontario M 9R IH8
Znjdler, Edward, 89 t7-12th Avenue, Montrea l 45S, Quebec
Application s For Membership
(Objedlons must be filed with the Secretary within 30 d ays after month or p ubllutlon)
(C-Collector 0-0ealer OC-Oealer-Colleetor)
(c-correspond x-exchanae)
BESWICK, Michael, 84 Scarborough Hts. Blvd., Scarborough. Out. (C-c) CAN-20th centurv mint postage,
Coils. OHMs-G. Complete booklets. Precancels. Postal Stationery entires. Tagged and Phosphor paper.
SPECIALTY- Elizabethan. Proposed bv G . 'F. Hansen (2203).
COHEN. Morton w .. 141 Ardmore Rd .. W. Hartrord. Conn. 06119 (C-cx) CAN. NF0-19tb and 20th
century mint and used postage. Plate Blocks. Mint and used Airmails. Proposed by G . F . H ansen
(2203).
COHEN. Morton W .. 141 Ardmore Rd .. W. Hartrord. Conn. 06119 (C<x) CAN. NPI)-19t.h and 20th
century mint and used postage. P late Blocks. Mint and used Airmails. Proposed by G. F . Hansen
(2203).
OURNICK, Thomas J .. R-9926 84 Avenue. Edmonton. Alta . T6E 2G3 (C-cx) CAN-20th century mint
postaste and blocks. Plate Blocks. Mint Ta<t~ted stamps. Proposed by J. Levine (LI).
HALE, George L .. M.D .. No. 2204-1333 S. Park St.. Halifax, N ./\. (C) CAN. NFO. PROV. Mint and
used postap:e and mint blocks. Proposed by 1. G. M cCleave (2386).
HOFFMAN. Michael Jerome, Staff U.S . Naval H ospital. Portsmouth. Va. 23708 (C-ex) CAN. NFD- 19th
a nd 20th century mint a nd used nn~tMe. Colis. OHMS-G. Mint. used, semi-official Airmails a nd o n
cover. Literature. SPECIALTY-OHMS..(). Newroundland. Prooosed by J . Levine (Ll).
HOLETON. David R., Nashotah House. Nashotah , Wis. 530S8 (C) CAN-19th a nd 20th century mint
postatte. Colis. OHMs-G. Mint booklet panes and complete. 1967 varieties. Proposed by J.
Levlne (L I).
KUTTNER. William R .. 3S35 Cbevy Cbase Lake Drive, Chevy Cbae, Md. 2001S (C) CAN. N.B .. N.S.Mint nnd used postage. Mint and used booklet par.es. Federal Revenues. Proposed by E. A. Richardson (168).
LEE, Ian A .. 20 Connaught St.. Oshawa. Ont. Ll G 2G9 (C-c) CAN-20th century mint and used posta.l!e
and mint blockJ . Plate Blocks. Coils. Mint booklet panes. Tagged varieUes. Proposed by 1. Levine (LJ).
2952
2953
2954
2955
2956
2957
2958
2959
2960
2961
2962
2963
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Mac DIARMID, Selwyn Wesley, Box 5094, Sta. P, Ouawa, Oot. K2C 3H3 (C.C) CAN- 19th and 20th
century mlot and used postage. Coils. OHMS-G. Federal Revenues. Mint and used Airmails. Literature. SPECIALTY-oHMs-G. Proposed by I. Levine (LI).
MADGE, Victor A., 661 Dane Ave., North Bay, Ont. PI B 7G8 ~C-cx) CAN, NFD, N.B., N.S., P.E.I.19lh and 20th century mint and used postage and blocks. Mint and used Airmails. Proposed by D.
Hunka (1346). Seconded by H . Reiche (783).
MORIN, Gimon, 283 rue Williams, Apl. 3, Sherbrooke, Que. (C.C) CAN- Mint and used postage. Stamp·
less and First Day covers. Literature. Proposed by D. Verity (1312).
RUTI-lERFORD, A. T ., 3650 Walnut Grove Rd., R.R. No. 4, Mississauaa, Ont. (D) Proposed by G. F.
Hansen (2203).
WHITROCK, I on R., 509 S. St. John St., Bethany, lll. 61914 (C-cx) Federal, Provincial and Tax Paid
Revenues. SPECIALTY- Tobacco Tax-Palds. Proposed by W. C. Rockett (249).
W IRTH, Edmund, 355 Tauzin Ave., Dorval 780, Qu e. (C) CAN, NFD-191h a nd 20th century used
postage. Coils. OHMS-G. Complete Booklets. Precancels. Used and semi-official Airmails. Canadian
varieties. Proposed by W . R. Curtis (2100). Seconded by S. 1. Cohen (2152).
WRIGHT , Dr. A. J. L., 20 Waubeek St., Parry Sound, Ont. P2A IB9 (C) CAN, NFD-191h and 20th
century mint and used postage. Plate Blocks. Coils. OHMS-0. Mint and used booklet panes. Federal
a nd Provincial Revenues. Mint, used and semi-official Airmails. Proofs and Essays. 2 and 4-ring
numerals and Squared Circle cancellaUons. Proposed by J. Levine (Ll ),
WYLLfE, Alfred Kenneth, P.O. Box 728, Kingston, Ont. K7L 4X6 (C-x) CAN, P.E.l ., N.S.-19th century
mint and used postage a nd blocks. Pre-stamp and stampless covers. Proofs and Essays. Proposed by
R. Boudignon (2526).
Chang es of Add ress
(Notke of ebanae M ust Be Sent lo tbe S«etary. An.f other oftke causes d e18J')
673 Blois, E. M., 79 Lacewood Drive, Apt. 302, Halifax, Nova ScoUa
2406 Carroll, V. J. V., 1234 Napier St., Vancouver 6, B.C.
1155 Davis, Franklin 0., P .O. Box 368, Levittown, Pa . 19058
2115 Dicketts, Michael 8 .1 R.R.. 6, London, Ontario N6A 4Cl
2611 Guilmin, R. M. G., Box 20, Alouette, Quebec
681 Hall, A . H ., No. 404 Hycroft Arms, 1157 Fairfield Road, Victoria, B.C.
2574 James, Lrone, 3229 Bellevue Road, Victoria, B.C.
334 Kessler, Alfred H ., 1528 Simpson Avenue, Ocean City, N.J. 08226
Resignation Accep ted
Guskin, Leo
Resignation Received
2421 Connell, Jack R., 340 Avenue Road, Toronto, Ontario

MEMBERSHIP SUMMARY
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP, April 1, 1973 ............................................................
N EW MEMBERS, May I, 1973 .......... ......................................................
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RES IGNATION, May 1, 1973 ....................................................................
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP, May I , 1973 ......................................................................

Notes from the librarian
There seems to be a marked interest in
military postal history of Canada. Could it
be because we now have servicemen in Viet
Nam; I wonder how many dierent cancellations will come out of there? Colin Campbell, librar ian of the Okanagan Mainline
Philatelic Association, has sent the library
two new pieces of military postal history
studies: Identifying Canada Militia Type
Cancels (W WI) and Sub Office X (Victoria,
B.C.): A P ostal-Military History.
While on the subject of military postal
history, information is requ ired on any
military camps in Nova Scotia during the
period 1900-1918-copies of any cancellations and locations of the camps.
I have found that in some cases our
members in countries other than Canada,
U.S.A. and Great Britain have no access to
any BNA literature. I will send copied art-

1293

MICHAEl SQUIRELl
lively, O ntario

icles from the library at no charge within
reason to these members.
Donations: from R. S. T hwaites: Artie
Patrol Ship's Covers by E. A. Kehr; Canada's Special Order Envelopes by Nelson
Bond; Canadian Unemployment Insurance
Stamps by G. L. KalbReiscb; Canadian SemiOfficial Airmails by Ed Richardson; 3d
Beaver taken from Boggs Canada and other
sources, from Chamber's Stamp Journal
April, 1951; Canada's War Tax Stamps of
1915-16 by T. L. Chandler.
From Ed R ichardson: vol. I no. 4 The
Pet Philatelist, Dec. 1894; The Halifax
Philatelist, vol. I , no. 8, Aug. 1887; The
Canadian Philatelist, vol. I no. 4 and 6
March and May 1885; The Texas Philatelist,
Jan-Feb, 1973; Dated Die Issues' of Canada by Ed Richardson, 1956.
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Number 170
in a series

Further Sketches of BNAPSers...

DR. W. S. MacNUTT
A top-ranking historian, an expert
on New Brunswick .• . and a PEl collector

Dr. W.S.

MacNutt
No.886

As a PEl collector, I find that I now have
a contender for the finest collection: he is
Dr. W. S. MacNutt of the history department of the University of New Brunswick.
Furthermore, I find that his PEl interest
stems from his being born in Charlottetown
and that he knows so many of the sons and
daughters of these early correspondents
that we see on PEl covers. He promises to
be at WiiJiamsburg in 1974 and it is hopeful
that he will show his magnificent collection.
Our historian received his B.A. at Dalhousie and his Masters at London, England.
Recently he received his doctorate at Dalhousie. After college he taught until World
War II in which be served in the Canadian

Army with service in Europe. After the
war, be joined the faculty at Fredericton
and has been there since - finally becoming
Dean of Arts (just recently retired).
He bas received many honors- one being membership of the Humanities Association of which he was president 1965-1967.
He is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society of London and of the Royal Society
of Canada.
Al though Dr. MacNutt did not tell me
about his other philatelic pursuits, I do
know that besides being one of the earlier
BNAPSers, be is also a member of the
Royal of Canada.
He has written several dozen historical
articles which have appeared in leading historical journals. Among these is the story
of New Brunswick and its people, written
for the New Brunswick Tourist Bureau. He
recently presented a study of an earlier
period of his native homeland- PEI.

... and some doodles

-Dr. R. V. C. Carr

by The Editor

All you old-time members - plan now to attend the BNAPS annual convention
(BNAPEX at Calgary) on September 19 to 22. You'll be invited to be the guests of the
Order of the Beaver for a special luncheon. But first drop Ed Richardson a line, who's
arranging it; be wants to know how many 25·year members will be on hand. If your
membership number is 548 or below, and you're planning to attend, write him now at Box
939, League City, Texas 77573. (Ed gave me hell for not getting this item into Topics
soon than this.)
David Handelman, of 237 Brighton Avenue, Downsview, Ontario, has obtained from
Clarence Kemp all the correspondence, tracings and photos made by the old Fancy Cancel
Study Group- for the purpose of continui ng this study and making revisions in the
handbook later on. He's particularly interested in what happened to K. M. Day's notes
and later reports, much of which was later printed in Topics. If you have data on fancy
cancels, he's the man to contact. (Handelman is also working on rollers and duplexes,
having obtained much material from E. A. Smythies.)
It seems the philatelic branch of Canada Post has been getting orders for the 9c and
$4.90 "new issue" stamps which appeared in the April Fool's Newsfront spoof three issues
ago; one New York dealer sent a certified cheque to Ottawa for several thousand dollars'
worth of the fictitious issues.
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MAIL FROM OUR MEMBERS
Our April 1 newsletter

Orangeville covers

After reading pages 94 and 95 of April's
Topics, I have come to the conclusion that
the editor has been into Vinnie Greene's
sherry! But it was very humorous and well
enjoyed - and a nice new view of philately.
C heers and bottoms up! I didn't know you
had a humorous vein!
-Dr. R. V. C. Carr
Finally the m.illenium has arrived in the
pages of Topics (April, pages 94 and 95) congratulations! For years I have contended
that humor has its place in an otherwise
solemn journal.
I have tried to use humor in my entries
of both BNAPS and CPS of GB shows,
which were greeted with just painful silence
on the part of so-called "purists". Perhaps
I've finally found an ally in my battle
against the stuffed-shirt individual who
seems to think that solemnity is a must in
our society. Philately has no reason to
clothe itself in a mantle of dead seriousness.
Congratulations!
- Dr. Jan W. Taylor
What good does it do to get material in
early (to Topics) if it is not used when it
should be? AND YET YOU RAN THOSE
TWO PAGES OF CRAP, CRAP, CRAP.
in the April issue.
- Ed Richardson
(Through an oversight, the news items
sent by Richardson were not published until
this issue; see page 152.)

I'm enclosing one of the very few copies
of the Orangeville special order envelope
which wasn't illustrated in the April articte
by Dr. Vanderburgh. I was able to purchase this one from a resident there, who
was working for me for some time. He
mentioned that the envelope became torn,
and keeping this in mind with the lucky
Alliston owner, it is likely that more were
also badly torn and few, if any, will be
found completely undamaged - particularly
bearing in mind the average recipient's gleeful lust in opening a letter which he knows
contains a bill.
-Peter Wiedemann

If

not

d41l\'t~

tn ItO

My friend Frank Gartner and I have
made an in-depth, personal search and have
a ton of correspondence on this particular
postal stationery. It will be printed in an
upcoming book by us. We were able to
acquire the only known mint (or uncancelled) copy of the Orangeville variety envelope after an intensive search.
- William E. Smith

Newfoundland
I am presently studying the censorship
of civilian mails in Newfoundland during
World War II. Any information which any
reader can supply would be greatly appreciated, especially with regard to the provi(Continued on page 160)

ct.v•
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
RATES: 10 cents per word per insertion, payable with copy in advance. Copy for
classified advertisements should be sent to Edward J. Whiting, 25 Kings Circle, Malvern,
Pennsylvania 19355.
FOR

SALE

WANT E D

TOPICS - Individual copies available for most
iuues back to 1950. All the reoent years In
complete volumes. Price $1.00 per copy postpaid. For your needs contact: Robert Boudlgnon.
Circulation Manager, Box 639, Copper Cliff,
Ontario.

SQUARED CIRCLE - forerunners and strikes of
Hamilton, Halifax and Winnipeg Squared
Circles- on and off oover dated strikes. Trade
or purchase. Joseph Szeker, Jr., 14 Malta
Drive, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

FOR SALE -Canadian Advertising Covers, Hotels,
Exhibition, Patriotic, R.R. Cards, etc. B. Scott,
6151 Pepperell St., Halifax, N.S.

DATED HAMI LTON SQUARED CIRCLES-Will buy
or offer in trade Hamilton dates or other
towns. My personal Want-List on request.
Bill Tindale, 1208- 1968 Main W., Hamilton,
Ont.

Don't Forget •.•
IF YOU'RE A .25-YEAR MEMBER OF BNAPS
(Membership number 548 or below )
There's a special luncheon planned for you
at BNAPEX '73 in Calgary. See Newsfront
this iuue, page 152.

RPOs continued
Q307--change to "C.P. Ry. M .C."
062- change to "CLIFTON ", Type 4F
063--change to Type 4F
0760-tldd "A. J. JANSSENS"
0138P--change to Type 221
0151--change to Type 22A. period 41. RF200
01930- add "N. THOMAS" change RF-170
0197A--change period to ISO
0212--change to "C.P. Ry."
0274--change to Type 13£. add NORTH
0320--41dd "E", Type 9E, period 41 , RF200
035SA--change to Type 18, period 109
W25--change to Type 17
W26R-GANCEL (See W25)
WS7D-change HOPE & VAN R.P.O./ MEAD
to W57C, cancelled number
W66D-chanae to "Lasquetl-lrv!nes Landing"
W95B- change to Type 17L
W97A--change to "BRIT. COL." period 97·106
Wt04A--change to "L'DO"
WI 13A--cbange to "ISL DS"
Wt60T--change to "COW ICHAN", Type 30
Wt60V--cbange to Vancouver, Klngcombe Inlet/
R.P.O.
Wt60W--change to "Vancouver-Kingcombe Inlet"
WI60X--change to "STEAMER"

All ISSUES - Canada, Newfoundland and Pro·
vlnces. Mint and used, including revenues,
rarities, freaks and unusual items.
K. M. Robertson, Box 904B, Victoria, B.C.,
Canada.
Wt65A-add "(with ornaments)"
WJ84--change to Type 13A
RIOA--change to "RY. M .C."
R28--<>hange to "C.C. RY." and Type 9J
R3tA--cbange to Typo 9E
R33--change to Type 16
R35--change to "Nascop!c"
R3SB-add S .S. "UNGA VA"
R44B--change to "G.T.R."
RSI --change to Type 13A
R60--cbange to Type 16
R78--change to Type 9E
R87--cbange to " RY"
R90--change to "Ry"
R94--change to Type I OC
R98-add Type 4P
R107--change to Type 40, add "SOUTH"
Rltl--change to " RW Y"
Rt 7SA--change to Type 40
022-extend period to 492
023--change to "STA'N"
026--change to MO:-.ITREAL-P.Q./. PLACE
VIGER STA'N.
027--change to "STA'N"
028--change to "STA."
045--change to "ROOM" &. " RY"
045A--ch ange period to 106
On page 178, Type 5 I. add "Similar to I SO and
18; TRAIN No. may replace clerk's name".
On page 178, Type 4J , add " may have ornaments".

BNA WANT LISTS WILL BRING RESULTS

Postage, Officia ls, Revenues, Pla te Blocks, etc.
L. B. D A V E N P 0 R T
7 JACKES AVENUE, APARTMENT 308
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TORONTO 7, ONTARIO, CANADA

SPECIAL DELIVERY

continued

show stamps with considerable plate wear.
There are many variations falling into this
rather broad category and it appears impractical to try and isolate the shades toeyond this rather general grouping.
A new name, black-green, has been given
to the re-entered shade on the schedule.
This is by far the darkest shade of any of
the El issue and can frequently be found
on 1914-15 correspondence.
Another new name, bright-green, has been
assigned to Plate 2. This shade is actually
very close to the yellow-greens in Plate 1.
As a matter of fact when looking at individual stamps without a master copy for
comparison, it is practically impossible to
distinguish the plates. However, when examining a Plate 2 block, the fresh, rather bright
green becomes apparent.
On the whole the early blue-green shades
tend to measure smaller than later shades.
By comparison the re-entered plate 1 and
plate 2 tend to be larger. Variations in size
of up to llhmm can be found among the
stamps and further research is required in
this area before anything conclusive can
be presented. These differences may be due
mainly to vertical or horizontal mesh of
the paper.

Papers
There are two papers commonly found in
the El printings. A buff and a white is
found in most of the plate 1 material. Some
references refer to a "toned" paper rather
than "buff" and some collectors may prefer
the term "yellowish". Both buff and white
papers are fairly thick wove types. An interesting paper variety has been found in a
light blue-green worn plate stamp. The
paper is a thin, soft, wove white.
Thin paper varieties have also been found
in the yellow-green worn-plate stamps.
There could prove to be some exceptions
to the above generalization on the two
papers. The dark blue-green shade on white
paper has not been found to date by the
author. So far the black-greens appear en
buff paper only. Before a firm conclusion
can be made many more copies would have
to be examined.
As far as plate 2 is concerned, certainly
the white paper is the common type.
Whether a buff exists in this issue or not
remains a question.
In conclusion, it should be pointed out

that shades of buff paper will be observed.
Whether the light buffs and darker tones are
different papers or simply a result of varying conditions in aging is difficult to judge.
It appears quite likely that the buff papers
used did vary slightly due to differences in
manufacture.

Dealing only in BNA philatelic material,
I a m a ble to give close a Hention to a ll
your needs in this field.
BOX 75, BORDEN, ONTARIO, CANADA

WELL, MY STOCKS ON A FEW
VALUES OF THE NUMERAL
CANCELS OF THE LARGE QUEENS
HAVE BEEN SOMEWHAT
DEPLETED, BUT S.TILL I CONTINUE
TO TURN UP MORE I
In addition, recent finds include a 6c L.Q.
with a Montreal 21 pre-cancel forerunner
cancel, some nice Newfoundland imprint
blocks, and many many more items of
int erest, both from the BNA area, and the
entire British Commonwealth. Feel free to
let me know of your wants. You'll be
pleasantly surprised with the results.
Of course, I am a lways in the market to
purchase better material also.

PETER SINGER
P.O. Box 6256
Vancouver 8, B.. C., Cana da
Member ASDA, PTS

Announcing ..• 5th edition
CANADA O HMS CATALOG
with complete write-up, additions, and
price changes .............. .................. ..........
$3.00
Also offering •.. 2nd printi ng
OHMS ALBUM PAGES
6S pp., s~nxun, for any three-ring binder, making for OHMS guide as well as for mounting $5.00
To new collectors of the Canada OHMS, I offer
copy of the 4th edition catalog, for 2Sc postage,
with approval selection.
ROY WRI GLEY
Specialist 20 years
1288 BeUevae An. West Vancounr, B.C.
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lETTERS continued

AN INVITATION
TO MEMBERS OF
THE BRITISH
NORTH AMERICA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY

•
If you are not already a
member of The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada and
wou ld be interested in joining the " Royal," please write
to The Secretary, The Royal
Philate lic Society of Canada,
Box 3144, Station "C", Ottawa, Canada, for membership application forms or information.

•
Members receive The Canadian Philatelist, published bimonthly, and are entitled to
use the sales circuit.

sional labels and handstamps which were
used prior to the issuance of the P.C. 90
forms. I will be happy to correspond with
any member interested in this and related
areas.
Thank you for assisting me in this matter.
-Gayle Mayo (Mrs. Leon Mayo)

Typewritten books
I was delighted to see the letter from
David Gronbeck-Jones taking you to task
and pointing out that first of all the most
important thing is the information. I will
be very happy to receive the information in
his book handwritten and reproduced by
hektograph if this is the only way it is
available.
It is nice to have in addition a beautifully printed and well bound book, but it
certainly must be admitted that this is
secondary.
When you refer to "typewritten", I am
sure that you are really referring to the
type face more than you are to the reproduction method. I am the past executive
secretary for nearly ten years of a 1500
member organization and one of my best
friends is a newspaper publisher who has a
number of newspapers and who uses both
hot type and cold type processes but who
does all of his reproduction by offset. J,
thus, have a little acquaintance with printing
processes. With some of the new typewriters and typefaces that have been developed, I would challenge you to differentiate between a well printed offset page and
one printed (well) on letter press.
Having defended Mr. Gronbeck-Jones I
now must hasten to add that while I belong
to over half a dozen philatelic societies I
find your journal to be the most readable,
informative and to me the most useful.
Keep up the good work!
-H. L. Buffington, M .D.

SQUARED CIRCLES continued

ADMISSION FEE - $1.00
ANNUAL DUES

• $6.00

"GROW WITH THE ROYAL"
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"blurred 4" as a time mark at NOEL: My
own copy of this town is the typical poor
strike, but it seemed to me that there was
a triangle in the time-mark slot. The Higginbotham cover carries aclear, crisp strike
of NOEL which leaves no doubt whatever
that the indicia is, in fact, a solid triangle
and not a 4, blurred or otherwise.

Roger Greer sent a completely nude strike
for examination of FARNHAM, QUE on
Jc 1928 KGV Dominion issue, evidently
representing the same type of use as the
completely nude strike on 1935 KGV issue.
owned by H. M. Dilworth.

•

•

*

Some most interesting finds have recently
been reported to me. I have hopes of obtaining photographs of some of these with
which to illustrate the column. Several are

most unusual indicia, and others are new
finds of some extremely rare towns. There
are perhaps a half-dozen towns which, on
the basis of rece.nt finds, must suffer reductions in R.F., but I see little point in making such changes until the present lot of
Roster forms are all returned and collated
with the original Roster listings. Roster
forms are still available, and new readers
are invited to drop me a note requesting a
form.

NEW 1973 LYMAN BNA CATALOGUE-3,754 PRICE INCREASES
1. 42,000 copies printed - a new record. 2. 64 pages (more than five
tons of paper) - another record. 3. $1 ,350 invested to replace worn
illustrations w ith chrome plated copper halftones.
PRICE $1.10 EACH . FIRST CLASS MAIL $1.30 EACH

Sold coa st to coast in Canada, available from your dealer or from us

ROBERT W. LYMAN (CANADA) COMPANY
IIOX 23-BN, STATION '0', TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA M6P 3J5

B. N.A. COVERS
We always have over 5,000 B.N.A. covers in stock
Selections gladly sent BNAPS members
on approval

NEW ENGLAND STAMP COMPANY
BNAPS

Established 1893

ASDA

45 BROMFIELD STREET
BOSTON, MASS. 02108
Phone 617-426-2712

ct
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BOOKS

FROM

CANADIAN FANCY CANCELLATION S
OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
by K. M. Day and E. A. Smythies
Second Edition (1973) ..........
$ 5.00
CANADIAN STAMP VARIETIES, 1973
by Hans Reiche

$ 3.50

BNA FAKES A ND FORGERIES
A BNAPS handbook by
E. A. Smythies, FCPS
hard cover ..
soft cover

$ 4 .00

CANADA POST OFFICES 1755-1895
by Fron k W. Campbell, FRPSC ...

$15.00

A POSTAGE STAMP HISTORY
OF CANADA (1 972)
by Victor P. Seary .............

BNAPS

BNAPS MEMBERSHIP ROSTER: 1972

$ 1.00

BNAPS LIBRARY LIST (1972)

$ 1.00

THE FIFTEEN CENT OF 1868
by L. Gerald Firth
Including cata logue and prices realized
for the Firth So le of large Queens $15.00
JARRETT SALES-PR ICED CATALOG
Eight so les catalogs, bound ... ........ $10.00

$ 6.00

.. ....... $ 6.95

THE CANADIAN MAP STAMP OF 1898
by F. Tomlinson (1972 reprint)
$ 2.00
CANADIAN TRANSPORT POSTMARKS
HANDBOOK AND CATALOGUE OF
RPOs & WATER POs
by T. P. G. Show, M.A., B.Sc . .......... $ 5.00
Supplement to June 1970
$ 1.50

CANADIAN ROLLER CANCELLA TIONS 1894 TO 1930
by E. A. Smythies, FCPS
(Second Edition - 1970)

$ 9.95

CANADIAN STAMPS WITH PERFORATED
INITIALS {3rd edition) (BN APS)
w ith 1973 Supplement
$ 1.75
1973 Supplement only
$ .25
BOOKLETS OF THE ADMIRAL STAMPS
by George C. Marler, P.C., FCPS .... $ 3.00

ESSAYS AND PROOFS OF B. N.A.
by the Essay Proof Society ............ $15.00

1969 CANADA REVENUES, FRANKS, SEMIOFFICIAL AI RMAILS - a priced catalogue
by J. N. Sissons ................................ $ 3.00
NEWFOUNDLAND SPECIALIZED:
THE TRA IL OF THE CARIBOU
A BNAPS handbook
by Daniel Meyerson, FCPS
56 pp., hard cover
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$ 5.00

1973 CANADA PR ECANCEL CATALOGUE
(9th edition)
(Noble). Edited by H. Wa lburn . ........ $ 2.25

f HE CENTENNIAL DEFINITIVE$
OF CANADA
by David Gronbeck-Jones ......

D.

M.

HOLMES SPECIALI ZED CATALOGUE
OF CANADA AND BNA (11th edition) $12.50
THE ADMIRAL STAMPS 1911-1925
by Hans Reiche- Part I

VERITY

Burlington, Ontario, Canada l7R 3Y7

JUNE -JULY, 1973

$ 2.50

FIRST DECIMAL ISSUE OF CANADA
1859-1868, by G. Whitworth, FCPS $ 6.00

Postpaid from BNAPS Book Department

•

2.00

CANADIAN PRECANCEL ALBUM PAGES
Ill., punched for 3-ring binder ...... $ 7.00

RAILWAYS OF CANADA A PICTORIAL HI STORY
by Nick and Helma Mika ...

Box 849

s

$ 5.00

we're more than just a pretty face
or the world's most
beautiful stamp store
Our activity in the edi toria l management of the Scott's Catalog and our unique traditio n as
the world's first major stamp auction house, are your assurance of unparalleled expertise and
integri ty.
Wheth er selling you r stamps at auction or through direct sale, the extraord inary facilities
of Harmer Rooke mean the efficient. exped itious and courteoliS processing of your material to
afford you the most satisfactory realization.

NO DISTANCE TOO GREAT! NO PROPERTY TOO LARGE!

DIRECT INQUIRY MAY BE MADE BY CALLING, TOLL FREE,
ON THE HARMER ROOKE " HOT-LINE" 800-221-7276
from anywhere in Continental U.S.A. except New Yo rk State
(In New York, Call (21 2) Plaza 1-1900)

~-' ~ W ~o._, #nc.
INTERNATIONAL AUCTIONEERS • SALES AGENTS • APPRAISERS

3 East 57th Street

New York, N.Y. 10022

(212) Plaza 1-1900

ES TABLISHED : LONDON 1903 • NEW YORK 1939
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the agenda

• • •

FACILITIES:
• Calgary Inn, accommodation to please
the most discriminating taste
• Cuisine par excellence
• Heart of downtown Calgary
• Banquet Saturday evening
• Tours and sightseeing
Charter avai lable from Toronto

EXHIBITION:
• Complete range of exhibits
• Display of over 200 f rames
• Bourse of first class dealers from Canada,
U.S., U.K.

• Post office and F.D.C. Service
• Study groups

THE CALGARY INN - SEPT. 19 to 22
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DISCRETION
Sometimes a collector with a very substantial holding
wishes to dispose of it with a minimum of publicity.
I am ideally set up to aid in the accomplishment of
this objective, with even the largest and most specialized
collections.
For most valuable properties I am a buyer for immediate cash. Also I will be happy to give expert valuations for a fee which would be refundable in the event of
eventual purchase.
Should the owner require a confidential transaction,
I would be pleased to discuss this aspect with him. Philatelic
Estates can be dealt with on the same basis.
When requested, "absolute discretion" is assured .

ROBERT W. LYMAN
P.O. Box 438 - Irvington-on-Hudson
NEW YORK 10533

AUGUST 15 -16 AUCTION
BRITISH

NORTH

AMERI C A

BRITISH

COMMONWEALTH

with particular strength in Great Britai n

U. S. A .

AND

FOREIGN

A bulky a nd va luable sa le
including the contents of
severa l hundred a lb ums a nd cartons
the property of various owners a nd estates

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE $ 1

Subscription to a ll 1973
Catalogues and Prices Rea lized $5

J. N. SISSONS LIMITED
SUITE 27

OFFICE MEZZANINE

37 KING ST. EAST

KING EDWARD HOTEL

TORONTO, CANADA M5C 1E9

Cables: Sistamp, Toronto

Phone 416-364-6003

